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1. INTRODUCTION 
The so-called Polya algorithm is the construction of a best L, 
approximation as the limit of unique best L, approximations as p -+ 00. This 
limit is known to exist in a number of situations, and in each case, the limit 
function is a best L, approximation which is better than the others in some 
way. There are also examples in which the Polya algorithm fails to converge. 
See [I, Theorem 1.1; 2, Theorem 1; 8, Sects. l-5; 9, Sects. 12-7; 10, 
Theorem 11. 
In this article, we consider the Polya algorithm in two quite different 
settings. In the first, we consider the problem of approximating functions in 
L,(I) by non-decreasing functions. We show that, in general, the algorithm 
fails to converge a.e. by constructing a bounded, Lebesgue measurable 
function h on [0, 21 such that lim sup h,(x) > lim inf h,(x) for x E [ 1,2]. 
The second setting involves approximating functions in L,(Q, CT, ,u; X) by 
functions in L,(G), %S, pu; X), where (0, 67, p) is a probability space, 3 is 
sub-o-algebra of .Fg, and X is a uniformly convex Banach space. If X= R, 
the Polya algorithm converges. This was shown by Darst in [ 21. In fact, if 
where f, is the best L, approximation to f; then f, Ii is a best L,, 
approximation to f, for each E E .5?. This property makes f, a uniquely best 
best L, approximation to f in this setting. If X is an arbitrary uniformly 
convex Banach space, the proof used in [ 2] can be appropriately modified by 
using Chebyshev centers and diameters. 
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2. MONOTONE APPROXIMATION IN L,(Z) 
We show that the Polya algorithm in general fails to converge for 
functions h EL,(Z), where Z is a finite interval. For convenience we have 
Z= [0,2]. Specifically, we construct a bounded Lebesgue measurable 
function h(x) on [0, 21 and sequences (Pi) and (qk) tending to co so that if 
h, is the best L,-approximate to h by non-decreasing functions, then for 
some E > 0, 
h,Jx) > h(x) + 4~ for xE [1,2] 
and 
h,jx) < h(x) + 2s for xE ]1,2] 
for sufficiently large k. Clearly then h,(x) does not converge as p-+ co for 
any xE [l, 21. 
Let pk = 22k and qk = 32k. Define 
xpk = 1 - [ (2/3)Pk + (1/7)“k] 
and 
yqk = 1 - (2/3)qk. 
We list several properties of (xpk) and (y,,) in the following lemma, which 
we state without proof. 
LEMMA 1. 0) xpI, < Yq, < xpx ) , . 
(ii) xpk-+ 1 andyqk+ 1 as k-+ co. 
(iii) 1 -~,,=0[(1/7)~k] ask-+ CO. 
(iv) 1 - xPkt, = o(1 -yqk) as k+ co. 
Now for k = 1, 2,..., define the intervals 
A, = bp,, xpk + (2/3w, 
4 = (xpk + (2/3)9 Yqkh 
c, = bqkdqk + u/2)(2/3)4% 
and 
Let 
D, = bqk + (1/2)(2/3)q”9 xpk + ,>. 
A= i, (AkUCk) 
k- I 
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and 
B= ij (B,UD,). 
k-l 
Now define h(x) by 
h(x) = 8 if XE [0,x,,]u‘4 
=o if xEB 
=6 $ XE 11,2). 
LEMMA 2. Let 0 < F < 118 be fixed and let h, denote the best L,- 
approximate to h by non-decreasing functions. Then for sufficiently large k, 
hJx) > 6 + 4a for xE [ 1,2). 
Proof If not, then for some arbitrarily large values of k, 
hJx) < 6 + 4~ for xE 10, 11. 
Define 
h;$x> = h&) if xE [O,xp,] 
=6-t-8& if x E (xp,, 2). 
Since (h(x) - hp,(x)I > 2 - 4~ for x E A k we have 
D=j2~h-hp*IP*d~--21h-h~~~p*d~ 
0 0 
> (2 - 4~)~k (2/3)pk - [ (2 - 8~)~k (1 + o( 1))(2/3)pr 
+ (6 + 8~)~k ( 1/7)pk + (8~)~k] 
=(2-4~)~k(2/3)~k [l- (~~*(l+o(l))]+o(l). 
Thus for suffkiently large k, D > 0, which contradicts the definition 
of hpk. 
LEMMA 3. Let e and h, be as in Lemma 2. For sufficiently large k, 
h&> < 6 + 2~ for xE [1,2). 
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Proof: If not, then let 
zk = inf{x E [0, 21: &(x) > 6 + 2&J 
and 
and define 
wk = inf{x E [O, 21: hqk(x) > 6 + E} 
h,*kk(4 = hqk(4 if x E [0, wk) 
=6+s if xE [wk, 21. 
Also let 
D= j* Ih -h,lU*dp- j* Ih -h4*,l”“dp. 
0 0 
We now consider four cases, depending on the location of zk. 
Case 1. If zk E [ 1,2), then a better L,;approximate can be obtained by 
lowering h,(x) to 6 + 2s on [zk, 21, yielding a contradiction. 
Case 2. If Zk E lYqk’xpk+,)’ then Zk=yqk. For if zk E (yq,, + 
(1/2)(2/3)4~ xPkCl ), then a better Lqk-approximate can be obtained by 
lowering hqk(x) to 6 + 2s for XE [zk,xPk+,], and if zk E (ypk,yqk + 
(1/2)(2/3)qk), then a better Lqk-approximate can be obtained by raising hqa(x) 
to hqk(yqk t (1/2)(2/3)4k for x E [ y4 , ysk t (1/2)(2/3)4k]. Hence zk =yqk. 
Now since ] h(x) - h,,jx)] > 6 t 2.5 &r x E (yq, t ( 1/2)(2/3)qt, xDk * ,) and 
SE; (I h - hqAlqk - ) h - h,*kk)qk) dp > -(2 - c)~~, we have 
D > (6 t 2~)~k (1 - o( l))( 1/2)(2/3)qk 
- [(2 - ~)~k (1/2)(2/3)q” t (6 t E)~’ (1 - 0(1))(1/2)(2/3)~k 
t &qk t (2 - &)Q] 
Thus for suffkiently large k, D is positive, and so hg*, would be a better 
Lqk-approximate. 
Case 3. If zk E (0, y,,), then an argument similar to that at the beginning 
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of case 2 shows that zk <xpk. Since ]h,*k(~) - h(x)] < 6 + F for x > wk and 
( hqk(x) - h(x)1 > 6 + 2~ for x E (xp, + (2/3)j’k, y4J we have 
D > (6 + 2~)~” (1 - o( l))( 1/7)pk - 2(6 + E)~, 
= (6 + 2~)~~ ( l/7)pk 1 -o(l)-2 (&9’7”“1. 
Clearly (6 + 2~)~~ ( 1/7)pk *co as k+cO and (6+~/6+2c)~k7~k+O as 
k+ co. Thus for sufficiently large k, D is positive, and h4*, would be a better 
L,k-approxitnate. 
Case 4. If ‘kE [xpk+,’ l), then using the fact that hqk is constant on 
intervals of the form (xp,,y4J and y4,, xp,+, ) and using techniques similar to 
those used in Cases 2 and 3, it can be shown that 
ik (Ih - hJk - Ih - h4*,l”“) dp > -[o((2e>““)]. 
l”k 
Then, since /h(x) - hqk(x)] > 2s for x E (1, 2), and /h(x) - h:(x)] < 6 + e for 
xE [zk, l), we have 
D > (2~)~k - [o((2~)~k) + (6 + ~)~k 2(2/3)p”+1 + ~~“1. 
Since pk+, = 22kt’ = 42k and qk = 32k, we have (6 + ~)~k (2)(2/3)“k+’ + 0 as 
k+ co so rapidly that D is positive for sufficiently large k. Hence h4*, would 
be a better L.,;approximate. 
We have thus proved the following theorem: 
THEOREM 4. There exists a bounded Lebesgue measurable function h(x) 
defined on [0,2] such that lim p’m h,(x) does not exist for x E [ 1, 21. Hence 
the Polya algorithm in general fails to converge in L,(I), where I is a finite 
interval. 
Remarks. It is easy to show that if h(x) is a two-valued function on I, 
then lim p’oo h,(x) exists a.e. and equals the average of the two values. The 
function h in the example has three values, and hence in some sense is a 
minimal counterexample. 
This example shows that two nice results concerning the convergence of 
the Polya algorithm do not generalize to this case. The first is the result of 
Darst and Sahab, [3], that the algorithm converges if h(x) is quasi- 
continuous. The second is the result of Darst, [2], that the algorithm 
640/38/3 2 
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converges if h is @-measurable and h, must be .8-measurable, where 9 is a 
sub-u-algebra of 67. This example shows that 9 cannot be taken to be a sub- 
u-lattice of 67. 
3. VECTOR VALUED FUNCTIONS 
In this section we discuss the best best L, approximation to a vector- 
valued function. The method of proof used in [ 21 is adapted to this situation 
by using Chebyshev diameters and centers. 
DEFINITION. Let S be a bounded subset of a normed vector space. The 
Chebyshev radius of S is defined by 
r(S) = inf{p: S g B@, x) for some x) 
and X, is a Chebyshev center of S if 
s c &r(S), x0). 
The Chebyshev diameter of S is d(S) = 2r(S). It is known that if X is a 
uniformly convex Banach space, then every non-empty bounded subset S of 
X has a unique Chebyshev center, denoted by c(S). The Chebyshev radius 
and center satisfy the following continuity property: 
Given E > 0, there exists y > 0 such that if S and T are contained in the 
unit ball of X and the Hausdorff distance D(S, 7) < y, then 
I 4s) - 4T)I < E and II 4s) - cV’>ll < cc-, (*I 
See [5, Section 331. 
Let (0, (;P, p) be a probability space, and let .S be a sub-u-algebra of 67. If 
X is a uniformly convex Banach space, let A = L,(Q, @,p,;X) and 
B = L,(R, ..S,,u;X). See [4, Chap. 41 for a discussion of these spaces. If 
fE A, let f, be the best approximate to f in L, norm by elements of B. We 
may assume ]]f(x)]] < 1 for all x E .R, and hence also that ]]f,(x)]] < 1 for all 
xEQ and allp> 1. 
THEOREM 2. lim,+~f,(x) exists ae. 
Actually, since there are uncountably many real numbersp > 1 and any/, 
can be changed on a set of measure zero, we cannot guarantee that a single 
exceptional set of measure zero exists in Theorem 2. We must interpret the 
conclusion of Theorem 2 to mean 
There exists a single function f,(x) such that if {pi) is any sequence of 
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real numbers satisfying 1 <pi and lim;+,, pi = 00, then limi_,&(x) =L,(x) 
a.e. 
This interpretation of convergence must also be made in Darst’s original 
paper [2]. Since we can interlace any two sequences, it is enough to prove 
exists a.e., 
where {pi} is a fixed sequence satisfying lim,_,p, = co. Henceforth when we 
refer to a number p, we mean p E (pi} and so we can omit the subscripts. 
Before proving this theorem, we need some preliminary results. Recall that 
a vector x E X is in the essential range off if 
iu(f- ‘(‘>) > 0 
for every open neighborhood P of x. We let f(E) denote the essential range 
off IE. 
The following fact about uniformly convex spaces will be very useful in 
what follows: 
If R > 1 is fixed and E > 0, there is a y > 0 such that if s + y < R and 
j] x - ,I]] > E, then @(s + Y, x) n &s + Y, Y)) < s - y (**) 
Hence if E > 0, let Y(E) be a number satisfying Y(E) < E, (*) and (**). 
DEFINITION. For any G E 67 and E > 0, we say that (S, ,..., S,} is an e- 
antipodal system (for G) if for each i, 
(a> S,c G, 
(b) P(Si> > 0, 
Cc) d(f(Si)) < Y(E)/43 
Cd) W(G)) - 40” S,>> < Y(E). 
The following lemmas show that an c-antipodal system exists for all G 
with p(G) > 0 and E > 0, and n depends only on E. 
LEMMA 3. Let E,cE,+,, E, = U E,, rn = r(f(E,)), and x, = c(f(E,,)) 
for n = 0, 1, 2 ,... . Then rn-‘rO andx,*x, as n+ oo. 
Prooj We have r,, /” F< rO. 
For n < m we have 
and 
S(E,) &f(E,) E %Y,,, rd. 
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Hence 
This implies that (x,) is a Cauchy sequence, since if not, there would exist 
E > 0 such that I/x, - x, 11 > F for some arbitrarily large n and m with n < m. 
It would follow from (**) that 
rn < r(B(x,, r,> n B(x,, r,)) < rm - H&)/2 
if n ‘and m are large enough. This is a contradiction, and so (x,} is a Cauchy 
sequence. 
Let lim,_, x, = X. Then if F > 0, 
f(E,) E B(2, f + F) 
for large n, and hence 
f(E,) G IQ, r + F). 
It follows that 
f(E,) c B(T, F). 
This implies F> rO, and hence F= rO. It follows that X= x0 
LEMMA 4. Let E, E E, with ,a(E,) -,a(E,,). Define r, and x, as in 
Lemma 3. Then r,, + r0 and x, -+ x0 as n + co. 
Prooj Every function f is the uniform limit of countably valued 
functions. It follows from (*) that we need only prove this lemma for coun 
tably valued functions. Let 
g=x ajxc. (finite or infinite sum) 
and label the sets such that ,u(G~) > p(Gi+ r) > 0 for all i. Since ,D(E,,) + ,a(E,) 
and since g is constant on each Gi, we have for each k, 
for sufficiently large n. By Lemma 3, r(g(Uf,, G,)) + r. as k + co. Hence 
rrt = WE,)) + r. as n + co. Property (**) now implies x, = c(g(E,,)) -+ x0 
as n+m. 
LEMMA 5. Given GE (PI with ,a(G) > 0 and E > 0, there exists an E- 
antipodal system (S, ,..., S,} for G. The choice of n depends only on E. 
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Proof. Choose 0 < 6 < F such that 2y(6) < Y(E) and then choose 
0 < r] < 6/2 such 3y(q) < y(6). There exists a sequence of simple functions 
( fk) converging to f in measure. By Lemma 4, there is an index k such that 
If, -fl < Y(Yk7)) 
except on E, g G, where ,a(Ek) is so small that 
Id, - dl < y(d), 
where d, = d(f(G\E,)) and d = d(f(G)). Clearly an q-antipodal system 
is , ,..., S,,} exists for fk for the set G\E,. By the way v and 6 were chosen, it 
may be verified that {S, ,..., S,} is a b-antipodal system forf for the set G\E, 
and then that (S,,..., S,} is an c-antipodal system for f for the set G. 
We now begin to prove Theorem 2. Define the oscillation off on E to be 
W El = 4fW). 
Let P be the set of all countable partitions 71 of Q by sets in .d. For h > 0 
and 71 E P, let 
where the sum is over all sets E E x satisfying O(f, E) > h. Let 
6, = inf(b(h, n): n E .4). 
LEMMA 6. 6, = 6(h, z) for some 71 E 9. 
Proof: Same as in [ 2, Lemma 21. 
Now if 
E;=U {E:EEn,O(f,E)>h}, 
then Ei is uniquely determined up to sets of measure zero by the equation 
6(h, E) = 6,. Hence we denote E: by E, if 6(h, x) = 6,. Also, if h, < h,, then 
~u(.h~\&,,) = 0. 
LEMMA 7. Let E > 0. Choose a so that u + y(o) < Y(E). Let h,, h, > 0 
with h, - h, < u. Let FE ,ti, F g E,,\E,>. Then for all u > 0, there exists 
,t3 > 0 such that if HE .59, H s F and ,u(H) > a, then there exists an E- 
antipodal system {S, ,..., S,} for F such that 
for all i = I,..., n. 
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Proof: Suppose not. Then there exists a > 0 and H, G F with ,u(Hk) > a 
such that for any s-antipodal system for F, 
for some i, all k. We may assume 
for all k. Let 
H,=i\; GH, 
n=i h=n 
Then p(H,,) > a. Let {Si,..., S,} be a o-antipodal system for H,. Since 
h, ,< O(f, Ho) < h,, it may be verified that (S, ,..., S,,} is an s-antipodal 
system for F. But since 
,u(H,nS,) < 234H,) < rk 
for all k, we have 
,Wo n S,> =W,) = 0. 
a contradiction. 
Now let 
D,(x) = 4f,(x)l,,,) 
and 
D(x) = lim D,(x). 
p-03 
Proof of Theorem 2. Let 
E= u E,. 
h>O 
We show that D(x) = 0 a.e. on E. Since A(x) =J(x) a.e. on J2\E, this will 
prove that lim,,,f,(x) exists a.e. 
Let E > 0. It suffices to show that 
p(x: D(x) > 4E) < 2E. 
Choose o(s) small enough so that Lemma 7 holds and so that &E’\E,) < F. 
Write 
E = (E\E,)” (E,\E,,)” (E,,\E,J ..- 
=F,UF,UF, . . . . 
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Let (G,,}z , be a partition of f,(E) such that d(G,,) < y(c)/4. Let 
Hp,ii =f i ’ (Gpj) n Fi 
for i = 1, 2,... . 
Note that C,,ip(Hpji) < E, where the sum is taken over ail indices i and j 
such that ,D(H,,~,) < E . 2-j-‘. Hence we consider H,,ij, where ,u((H,~~) > 
E. 2-i-i. Let /I correspond to (r = E . 2-j-’ as in Lemma 7. Let m = c(f(F;)) 
and h = O(f, Fi). We complete the proof by showing 
fp(Hpji) s B(2~3 ml 
for sufficiently large p. Suppose this is not true. Then, since 
d(fp(Hpji)) < Y(c)/~ < 6, 
(2.1) 
we have that fp(Hpji) lies entirely outside of B(E, m). Let y = c(f,(H,,,)). 
Then I/m -yj/ > F. Now let {S ,,..,, S,} be an s-antipodal system for Fi such 
that 
P(Hpii n S/c> > P~(ffp,i;) 
for all k. Some f(S,) meets the complement of B(h/2 + Y(F), y), since if not 
we would have 
u s, s m/2 + Y(E), Y) f-l qv + Y(E), m) 
and consequently by (**) 
which would contradict the definition of c-antipodal system. Since 
d(f(S,)) < Y(E)/~, it follows that 
f(s,> c WW + 3~/4, ~1). 
Hence 
J Ilf-fpll” & Z (h/2 + Y(E)/2YPu(Hpji n Sk)Hw 
> w + Y(&Y2)p 4 
On the other hand, if we define f,* to equal f, off of H,,ji and m on H,;;, 
then 
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Hence f: is a better L,-approximate to f than f, if p is chosen so that 
(V-2 + Y(&PY aP > (WY. 
This is a contradiction, and (2.1) is verified. The proof of Theorem 2 is com- 
pleted. 
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